Saccade-related brain potentials in semantic categorization tasks.
Saccade-related brain potentials (SRPs) were recorded in word categorization tasks in which subjects had to perform a saccade in order to perceive the stimulus. For all three conditions representing different degrees of complexity of semantic categorization, the stimuli belonged to one of two categories which appeared with the respective probabilities of either 0.20 or 0.80. The late positivity (P4) of the SRPs to infrequent stimuli appeared systematically later as the complexity of stimulus evaluation increased: The easiest categorization was accompanied by a P4 at 400 msec, in the more complex condition it peaked at 600 msec, and in the most difficult semantic categorization the P4 peaked even later, at 680 msec. This shift in peak latency with increasing complexity of categorization is in agreement with the results for traditional ERPs (e.g. Kutas and Donchin, 1978). The possible overlap of the late components was investigated by applying Principal Component-Varimax Analysis to the SRPs.